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Progenitor differentiation requires remodeling of
genomic expression; however, in many tissues,
such as epidermis, the spectrum of remodeled genes
and the transcription factors (TFs) that control them
are not fully defined. We performed kinetic transcrip-
tome analysis during regeneration of differentiated
epidermis and identified gene sets enriched in pro-
genitors (594 genes), in early (159 genes), and in late
differentiation (387 genes). Module mapping of 1,046
TFs identified MAF and MAFB as necessary and
sufficient for progenitor differentiation. MAF:MAFB
regulated 393 genes altered in this setting. Integrative
analysis identified ANCR and TINCR lncRNAs as
essential upstream MAF:MAFB regulators. ChIP-seq
analysis demonstrated MAF:MAFB binding to known
epidermal differentiation TF genes whose expression
they controlled, including GRHL3, ZNF750, KLF4,
and PRDM1. Each of these TFs rescued expression
of specific MAF:MAFB target gene subsets in the
setting of MAF:MAFB loss, indicating they act down-
stream of MAF:MAFB. A lncRNA-TF network is thus
essential for epidermal differentiation.
INTRODUCTION
In self-renewing tissues, progenitor differentiation commonly
involves induction of a well-orchestrated genetic program that
engagescell-cycle exit followedbycellular conversion toperform
tissue-specialized functions. Progenitor differentiation has been
studied in multiple tissues, however, the genetic interactions
that occur in this intricate process are not fully understood in
any setting. Among somatic tissues, the self-renewing interfollic-
ular epidermis of skin consists of a basal layer of proliferating
progenitor cells that migrate outward as they undergo cell-cycle
arrest and enter the terminal differentiation pathway. Recent
work identified epigenetic regulators such as DNMT1, the BAF
complex, and histone modifiers such as EZH2 (Sen et al., 2010;
Bao et al., 2013; Mulder et al., 2012) that repress differentiation
and maintain the epidermal progenitor state. Pro-differentiation
factors in epidermis also have been identified. For example,DeveloNOTCH signaling mediates well-known pro-differentiation ef-
fects (Okuyama et al., 2004; Blanpain et al., 2006). Additionally,
cooperationbetween transcription factors (TFs) andother factors
have been shown to promote differentiation, as in the case of
GRHL3 and trithorax proteins (Yu et al., 2006; Hopkin et al.,
2012) as well as ZNF750 and KLF4, RCOR1, and KDM1A (Boxer
et al., 2014; Sen et al., 2012). It is likely that additional important
regulators of epidermal differentiation remain to be identified.
Members of the AP-1 family of TFs play an important role
in multiple processes, including proliferation, differentiation, and
death. The MAF subfamily of TFs consists of both large
and small MAFs, all of which share a C-terminal bZIP domain
and leucine-rich protein-binding domain, with the large MAFs
containing an N-terminal transactivation domain absent in the
small MAFs (Blank and Andrews, 1997; Eyche`ne et al., 2008).
The large MAFs have been implicated in controlling cell states
in various cells types. For example, MAF has been shown
to promote differentiation of immune cells, osteoclasts, and
most recently development of mechanosensory neurons (Hedge
et al., 1998; Kroenke et al., 2012; Matsuoka et al., 2003;
Nishikawa et al., 2010a; Rutz et al., 2011). Similarly, MAFB has
been shown to promote differentiation of macrophages, b-islet
cells, osteoclasts, and glomerular epithelial cells (Kelly et al.,
2000; Nishikawa et al., 2010b; Artner et al., 2007; Sadl et al.,
2002; Sarrazin et al., 2009; Sieweke et al., 1996). Interestingly,
double knockout of MAF and MAFB in macrophages allowed
for self-renewal of differentiated monocytes, demonstrating
they promote differentiation by linking cell-cycle inhibition to
terminal differentiation (Aziz et al., 2009). While small MAFs
have been implicated in differentiation of forestomach (Motoha-
shi et al., 2004), a role for MAF proteins in epidermal stratified
epithelia has not been defined. Thus, MAFs appear to be impor-
tant regulators of cell fate in various cell types, yet the full scope
of their action is not yet characterized.
Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) influence many biological
processes. LncRNAs promote lineage commitment in neurons
and erythroid and cardiovascular cells, and influence myogene-
sis and adipogenesis (Hu et al., 2011; Ramos et al., 2013;
Ng et al., 2012; Klattenhoff et al., 2013; Grote et al., 2013;
Wang et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2013). In epidermis, two lncRNAs,
ANCR and TINCR, are essential for homeostasis. The anti-differ-
entiation lncRNA, ANCR, promotes progenitor maintenance
and recently has been shown to prevent differentiation in
osteoblasts by interacting with EZH2 to suppress gene
activation (Kretz et al., 2012; Zhu and Xu, 2013). In contrast,pmental Cell 32, 693–706, March 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 693
the terminal differentiation-induced lncRNA, TINCR, promotes
terminal differentiation through a mechanism involving direct
RNA:RNA interactions and recruitment of STAU1 protein to
stabilize differentiation-specific mRNAs (Kretz et al., 2013). The
epidermal target genes of these lncRNAs are being identified
and integration of these datasets with those of other epidermal
regulators may permit identification of the genetic networks
that control epidermal progenitor differentiation.
Here we have employed a kinetic approach to define the
transcriptional landscape during regeneration of differentiated
epidermal tissue from epidermal progenitors. We have identified
three distinct gene sets whose enhanced expression distin-
guishes between epidermal progenitors and their progeny
undergoing early and late differentiation. Expression module
mapping of the kinetic epidermal transcriptome with 1,046
expressed TFs predicted MAF and MAFB as key regulators of
differentiation. Altering the function of MAF andMAFB in organo-
typic epidermal tissue and in vivo knockout tissue demonstrated
an essential requirement for MAF:MAFB in epidermal differen-
tiation, where MAF:MAFB induces cell-cycle arrest and terminal
differentiation genes. Integrative analysis of epidermal regulator
target gene sets suggested upstream control of MAF:MAFB
by two specific lncRNAs. The ANCR lncRNA targeted the
EZH2 Polycomb protein to both MAF and MAFB genes and
repressed their expression in progenitors. The TINCR lncRNA
was required for normal mRNA stability of MAF and MAFB,
and was essential for increased MAF:MAFB expression during
differentiation. Characterization of MAF:MAFB genomic binding
by ChIP-seq linked MAF:MAFB to four TFs essential for
epidermal differentiation, including GRHL3, ZNF750, PRDM1,
and KLF4. These data characterize MAF and MAFB as essential
mediators of epidermal progenitor differentiation, and demon-
strate that they reside within a network between the ANCR and
TINCR lncRNAs and a set of canonical pro-differentiation TFs.
RESULTS
Kinetic Transcriptome Analysis during Regeneration
of Differentiated Epidermal Tissue
To characterize genomic expression during epidermal differ-
entiation, we profiled gene expression during regeneration of
differentiated organotypic epidermal tissue from undifferentiated,
progenitor-containing keratinocyte populations. Progenitor kera-
tinocyteswere seededon native humandermalmesenchymal tis-
sue and followed daily over a 7-day time course in a process that
culminated in the production of a fully stratified epithelium, ex-
pressing both early and late differentiation markers (Figure S1A).
This defined setting captured dynamic changes in the process
of regenerating a differentiated tissue. For example, representa-
tive differentiationmarkers for the spinous layer (keratin 1) first ap-
peared on day 3, whereas markers for the outer granular layer of
the skin, such as filaggrin and loricrin, were detected later in the
timecourseat days 4 and 5, respectively (FigureS1A). This regen-
eration time course therefore recapitulated the earlier and later
induction of differentiation markers characteristic of epidermis.
We next cataloged the dynamic changes occurring during dif-
ferentiation at the transcriptome level. Usingmicroarray analysis,
we defined three distinct gene sets whose expression was
enriched in either the progenitor state (day 0, 594 genes), early694 Developmental Cell 32, 693–706, March 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsevierdifferentiation (days 1–4, 159 genes), or late differentiation
(days 5–7, 387 genes) (Figure S1B; Table S1). The progenitor
gene signature was characterized by genes that decreased
over the time course and were enriched for GO terms related
to cell-cycle and cell division (Figure S1C). Genes that rapidly
increased from the progenitor state (day 0) through day 4 and
gradually decreased over the remainder of the time course rep-
resented the early differentiation signature and were enriched
for GO terms involved in cell migration and motility (Figure S1D),
consistent with the development of tissue morphology evident
at those time points. Finally, genes that gradually increased
over the time course and peaked at days 5–7 characterized the
late differentiation signature, which was enriched for epidermis
development and keratinocyte differentiation GO terms (Fig-
ure S1E), consistent with the production of the terminally differ-
entiated outer epidermis in that time frame. Global GO term
changes spanning this kinetic process were consistent with
progenitor exit from cellular replication into the epidermal differ-
entiation pathway (Figure S1F).
Module Mapping Identifies MAF and MAFB in Epidermal
Differentiation
Given these dynamic transcriptional changes, we used expres-
sion module mapping to identify transcriptional regulators of
epidermal differentiation. Chosen for their possession of the GO
term ‘‘transcription factor’’ and positive expression in skin, we
used Genomica to query the expression patterns of 1,046 poten-
tial TFs for correlation with expression modules generated from
our time-course data. We performed 100 permutations of the
analysis and generated 100 predicted regulators whose mRNA
expression correlates with differential gene expression patterns
during differentiation. Of these, 36 are previously known regula-
tors of epidermal homeostasis (p value = 5.6 3 1033), including
ID3, CEBPA, HOPX, UHRF1, ETS1, and KLF4 (Figure 1A; Table
S2). Unexpectedly, given that a role forMAFproteins in epidermal
differentiation has not been described, MAF was the TF most
frequently correlated with epidermal differentiation expression
modules, as was its close family member, MAFB, a predicted
regulator observed in about half of all tested module maps
(Figure 1A). The expression modules predicted to be regulated
byMAF andMAFB (MAF:MAFB) represent both up- and downre-
gulated genes, suggesting activating and repressing roles for
MAF:MAFB in differentiation (Figures 1B, S2A, and S2B).
TheMAF TF family is composed of large and small MAFs, both
of which are expressed in epidermis based on our microarray
data. However, only the large MAFs, MAF:MAFB, are upregu-
lated during differentiation, whereas the small MAFs are largely
downregulated (Figures 1C and S2C). MAFA and NRL were not
expressed. MAF:MAFB mRNA and protein were both dramati-
cally upregulated during differentiation (Figures 1D and 1E).
Furthermore, immunostaining of MAF:MAFB in adult human
skin revealed MAF and MAFB in the differentiated suprabasal
layers of the epidermis (Figures 1F, S2D, and S2E), supporting
a possible role for these TFs in epidermal differentiation.
MAF:MAFB Is Necessary and Sufficient to Drive
Epidermal Progenitor Differentiation
To examine MAF and MAFB function in differentiation, we
first depleted MAF:MAFB mRNA expression in organotypicInc.
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Figure 1. MAF and MAFB Are Induced in
Epidermal Differentiation
(A) Expression module mapping of time-course
microarrays performed in Genomica against a set
of 1,046 potential regulators expressed in skin with
GO term ‘‘transcription factor.’’ Graph represents
frequency of predicted regulators in 100 permuta-
tions of module mapping with select TFs displayed.
(B) Representative output of expression module
map showing high frequency of MAF in predicted
module regulation. Yellow boxes demarcate
modules.
(C–E) (C) Gene expression changes in MAF TF
family members during regeneration of differen-
tiated epidermis. Induction of MAF and MAFB
(D) mRNA and (E) protein expression during cal-
cium-induced keratinocyte differentiation in vitro.
Mean ± SEM; n = 2 biological replicates.
(F) MAF and MAFB protein expression (green)
in differentiated layers, represented by keratin 10
staining (orange), of normal adult skin tissue
(dotted white line demarcates the epidermal
basement membrane). Scale bar, 50 mm (see also
Figures S1 and S2).epidermal tissue using small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (Figures
S3A–S3C). Knockdown of either MAF or MAFB alone decreased
expression of differentiation marker genes KRT1, FLG, and LOR,
with combined knockdown of both MAF:MAFB demonstrating
even stronger effects (Figures S3A and S3D), indicating that
MAF:MAFB is essential for differentiation gene induction, but
not stratification. Such stratification with impaired differentiation
marker expression has been observed previously, for example,
in ZNF750-deficient epidermal tissue (Sen et al., 2012). In
addition to impaired differentiation gene induction, we observed
increased expression of basal markers, such as CCNB1, CDK1,
and DNMT1, with decreased expression of cell-cycle inhibitor
CDKN1A (Figure S3E).
To rule out simple delay in differentiation due to the limited
siRNA-mediated depletion time frame, we employed CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated gene ablation of MAF and MAFB to assess
differentiation dynamics over a longer time course. Recently, a
similar approach using CRISPR/Cas9 was implemented in pri-
mary human hematopoietic stem cells (Mandal et al., 2014);
however, this is the first example of such gene-targeting in
human primary epithelial cells to generate three-dimensionalDevelopmental Cell 32, 693–70human knockout tissue. We used two in-
dependent single guide RNAs (sgRNAs)
to target MAF or MAFB in primary kerati-
nocytes and generated pools of kerati-
nocytes with double MAF:MAFB gene
ablation (crMAF:crMAFB) (Figures 2A–
2C). These gene-targeted primary kerati-
nocytes were then placed in organotypic
culture for 4 or 7 days (Figure 2A) or
grafted onto mice to generate in vivo
human knockout tissue (Figures 2B and
S3F). Strikingly, expression of differen-
tiation markers was severely impaired
in crMAF:crMAFB tissue (Figures 2Aand 2B). Consistent with results observed with siRNA-mediated
depletion, crMAF:crMAFB tissue displayed impaired induction
of multiple differentiation genes (Figure 2D). Furthermore, the
mitotic index of crMAF:crMAFB tissue, as measured by Ki67
staining, was increased compared to control (Figure S3G).
Moreover, TUNEL staining showed decreased apoptotic index
in crMAF:crMAFB tissue (Figure S3H). These results, along
with the prolonged differentiation gene expression defects,
suggest an important role for MAF:MAFB in the maintenance
of epidermal homeostasis.
We next asked if enforced expression of MAF:MAFB in
progenitor populations, where they are not normally expressed,
can drive epidermal differentiation. Progenitor keratinocytes
were transduced with V5-MAF and FLAG-HA-MAFB via lenti-
virus and seeded in organotypic culture (Figure 2E). Compared
to control, MAF:MAFB increased mRNA and protein expression
of differentiation genes in tissue (Figures 2F and S3I). Remark-
ably, we observed expression of keratin 1 into the basal layer
and aberrant expression of loricrin in the spinous layer of
MAF:MAFB-overexpressing tissue (Figure 2E, white bracket),
supporting the sufficiency of MAF and MAFB to drive ectopic6, March 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 695
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differentiation in less differentiated epidermal cells. In contrast,
overexpression of DNA-binding-deficient MAF:MAFB mutants
did not result in premature differentiation (Figures S3I and
S3J). MAF:MAFB-driven ectopic differentiation was partially
recovered by day 7 of culture, suggesting that cells overex-
pressing MAF:MAFB are lost over time (Figures S3I and S3J).
Consistent with these data, a decreased mitotic index with
concomitant increased apoptotic index were observed in tissue
expressing wild-type, but not mutant, MAF:MAFB (Figures S3I,
S3K, and S3L).
MAF:MAFB Promotes Epidermal Progenitor Cell-Cycle
Exit
We next investigated if MAF:MAFB suppresses epidermal pro-
genitor self-renewal. Expression of MAF:MAFB in epidermal
progenitors at levels found in differentiating cells impaired clono-
genic growth, a measure of progenitor proliferative capacity
in vitro over multiple cell divisions (Figures 2G and 2H). Consis-
tent with this, enforced MAF:MAFB expression also impaired
proliferation in epidermal progenitor-containing populations
(Figures S3M and S3N). Furthermore, a decrease in basal
gene expression and increase in the cell-cycle inhibitor p21
also were observed in MAF:MAFB-overexpressing progenitor
cells (Figure S3O). In contrast, overexpression of DNA-binding-
deficient mutants of MAF:MAFB did not alter cell-cycle profiles
(Figure S3M); however, a slight increase in basal gene expres-
sion was observed, suggesting a potential dominant-negative
effect (Figure S3O).
To determine if MAF:MAFB also impairs epidermal progenitor
self-renewal in tissue, we developed the MARK-iT mosaic pro-
genitor cell competition assay. In this assay, two populations
of cells labeled with differing marker genes (GFP or DsRed) are
mixed together at a 1:1 ratio, then used to regenerate organo-
typic epidermal tissue, and followed over time to determine
if the altered progenitor population contributes to tissue for-
mation more or less effectively than control, as measured by
fluorescence emission from intact tissue in real time. Compa-
rable to the clonogenic assay, the MARK-iT assay assesses
long-term progenitor maintenance over multiple cell divisions
in tissue. We performed this assay by measuring DsRed:GFP
fluorescence intensity ratios of GFP-expressing empty vectorFigure 2. MAF:MAFB Is Necessary and Sufficient for Differentiation Ge
(A) Organotypic culture of epidermis generated by CRISPR/Cas9-mediated ge
of differentiation, with staining for differentiation markers (top two rows) keratin
(bottom two rows) MAF or MAFB (green). Note loss of differentiation proteins up
(B) In vivo skin xenografts generated from CRISPR/Cas9-targeted primary keratin
MAF and MAFB (crMAF:crMAFB 47 or crMAF:MAFB 35), harvested 21 days
filaggrin (red) and MAF or MAFB (green). Scale bar, 50 mm.
(C) Western blots for Cas9, MAF, and MAFB in CRISPR/Cas9-targeted primary k
(D) Quantification of differentiation gene expression levels in crMAF:crMAFB da
**p < 0.01.
(E) Immunostaining of overexpressed epitope-tagged V5-MAF and FLAG-MAF
brackets indicate increased distribution of differentiation protein expression in
MAF and MAFB overexpression throughout the tissue (right). Scale bar, 50 mm.
(F) Quantification of mRNA levels of differentiation markers in tissue overexpress
(G) Clonogenic assay of progenitor keratinocytes overexpressing MAF and/or M
(H) Quantification of colonies > 2 mm2. Mean ± SEM; n = 4; ***p < 0.001.
(I) MARK-iT cell competition assay over 10 days showing relative tissue con
DsRed:empty vector mixed samples compared to GFP:empty vector/DsRed:M
MAF:MAFB-expressing cells over time. Mean ± SEM; n = 3 biological replicat
Develocells mixed with DsRed-expressing empty vector cells for con-
trol tissue, and compared to GFP-expressing empty vector cells
mixed with DsRed-expressing MAF:MAFB cells over 10 days
(Figure 2I). MAF:MAFB-expressing progenitor populations failed
to compete to sustain tissue in a comparable fashion to marked
control cells. A similar failure of MAF:MAFB-expressing progen-
itor population was observed when the marker genes were
reversed, indicating this is not due to differential marker gene
toxicity (Figure S3P). These impacts on tissue regeneration and
maintenance were not observed with expression of either MAF
or MAFB alone, suggesting that combined MAF:MAFB action
is necessary to impair progenitor function. Thus, in addition to
being essential for induction of differentiation, MAF and MAFB
oppose proliferative self-renewal, consistent with their role in
epidermal differentiation.
Transcriptome Analysis of MAF:MAFB-Regulated Genes
To identify the specific MAF:MAFB target genes among the
global gene sets identified in epidermal regeneration, we profiled
MAF:MAFB-depleted organotypic epidermal tissue versus con-
trol. Biologic tissue replicate microarray analysis identified 393
highly concordant genes significantly changed by MAF:MAFB
loss, with 315 genes downregulated and 78 genes upregulated
(Figure 3A; Table S3). We did not observe such widespread
impacts with depletion of either MAF or MAFB alone, implying
that they functionally compensate for each other. MAFi+
MAFBi-downregulated genes, representing positively regulated
MAF:MAFB targets, were enriched for GO terms associated
with epidermal and ectodermal development (Figure S4A).
In contrast, GO term analysis of the MAFi+MAFBi-upregulated
genes, representing MAF:MAFB-repressed targets, were en-
riched for cell-cycle regulation (Figure S4B). MAF:MAFB-
regulated genes were enriched in phenotypic terms related to
human genetic skin diseases characterized by incomplete
epidermal differentiation (Figure 3B). Gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA) comparing the entire MAF:MAFB gene set to
a published calcium-differentiated keratinocyte gene set (Sen
et al., 2010) identified an enrichment and correlation between
MAF:MAFB-downregulated genes and those induced in cal-
cium-differentiated keratinocytes (Figure 3C). Genes down-
regulated with MAF:MAFB loss encompassed 20% of the latene Induction and Progenitor Compartment Exit
netic ablation of MAF and MAFB (crMAF:crMAFB) across day 4 and day 7
1 and loricrin (orange), collagen VII (green), and nuclei (blue) or staining for
on MAF:MAFB loss. Scale bar, 50 mm.
ocytes with a control sgRNA or two different combinations of sgRNAs targeting
post-seeding, and immunostained for differentiation markers keratin 10 and
eratinocytes.
y 7 organotypic tissue. Mean ± SEM; n = 3 biological replicates; *p < 0.05,
B in organotypic epidermis and differentiation markers as in (A, top); white
MAF:MAFB compared to control (left); epitope tag immunostaining shows
ing MAF:MAFB. Mean ± SEM; n = 2 biological replicates; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
AFB over a 2-week time span.
tribution detected by red:green fluorescence ratios of GFP:empty vector/
AF+MAFB mixed samples; note progressive decrease in the proportion of
es (see also Figure S3).
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Figure 3. MAF:MAFB Regulates Epidermal
Differentiation Genes
(A) Epidermal differentiation genes regulated by
MAF:MAFB.Heatmapof duplicate,mean-centered
microarray analysis of MAF:MAFB depleted tissue
showing genes significantly changed compared
to control siRNA.
(B) Skin-related human disease phenotype terms
of MAF:MAFB target genes.
(C) GSEA of MAF:MAFB depleted tissue against a
calcium-differentiated keratinocyte gene set (Sen
et al., 2010) ranked by MAF:MAFB genes down-
regulated to upregulated (left to right).
(D) Quantification of the overlap of MAF:MAFB
downregulated genes with the late differentiation
signature.
(E) Catalog of published regulators controlling the
epidermal progenitor, early and late differentiation
gene sets, ranked by the number of genes regu-
lated.
(F) Multi-dimensional GSEA conducted on pub-
lished epidermal regulator gene sets against the
three differentiation signatures (-log10 enrichment
p value; maximum p < 0.05), with progenitor to late
differentiation gene regulation ordered from top to
bottom (see also Figure S4).differentiation gene signature (p value = 1.33 1058) (Figure 3D),
indicating that MAF:MAFB is required for induction of a sub-
stantial portion of the differentiation gene set. The identity of
MAF:MAFB-regulated genes is consistent with an essential
role for MAF:MAFB in promoting epidermal differentiation.
Comparison to Other Epidermal Regulators
To place MAF:MAFB in the context of known epidermal gene
regulators, we next compared MAF:MAFB target genes to
42 published target gene sets. After p63, KLF4, and ZNF750,
MAF:MAFB regulates the fourth largest number of genes within
progenitor and differentiation gene sets (Figures 3E and 3F).
Multi-dimensional GSEA was then performed to categorize
known epidermal factors as regulators of specific gene sig-
natures throughout differentiation. For factor knockdowns or
knockouts, we used the downregulated gene set, and for
overexpressed factors, we utilized the upregulated gene set
as a proxy for gene activation. Using human sub-confluent
keratinocyte and calcium-differentiated keratinocyte gene sets698 Developmental Cell 32, 693–706, March 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.(Sen et al., 2010) as benchmarks, we
found enrichment for the proliferating
keratinocyte gene set in our progenitor
gene set, whereas the calcium-differen-
tiated gene set was enriched for our early
and late differentiation gene sets (Fig-
ure 3F). Additionally, we found enrich-
ment for known progenitor-maintenance
factors DNMT1 and ANCR in the pro-
genitor signature, whereas factors such
as KLF4 and GRHL3 were enriched for
the early and late differentiation signa-
tures. The reverse GSEA, where upregu-
lated gene sets with loss of factors anddownregulated gene sets of overexpressed factors were used
as a proxy for repressed genes, provided similarly congruent
findings (Figure S4C). Consistent with the number of genes
they regulate, MAF:MAFB’s enrichment score for the late differ-
entiation signature was similar to that of KLF4, p63, and ZNF750,
known essential regulators of epidermal differentiation.
LncRNAs Are Upstream Regulators of MAF:MAFB
Given the induction of MAF:MAFB during epidermal differentia-
tion, we next searched for upstream regulators of these two
TFs. The compendium of published gene sets was used to iden-
tify candidates by determining whether or not MAF and MAFB
expression changed in these gene sets. This approach predicted
a network of MAF:MAFB regulators in which MAF:MAFB
is regulated by two specific lncRNAs (Figure S4D). ANCR, the
anti-differentiation lncRNA, was predicted to act as an MAF:
MAFB repressor, and TINCR, the terminal differentiation-
induced lncRNA, was predicted to act as an MAF:MAFB
activator. Further supporting a MAF:MAFB-inducing role for
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Figure 4. LncRNAs Are Upstream Regula-
tors of MAF:MAFB
(A) GSEA of genes downregulated in MAF:MAFB-
depleted tissue overlaps with gene sets of known
epidermal differentiation regulators.
(B–D) (B) Overlap of MAFi:MAFBi, TINCRi, and
ANCRi gene sets in keratinocytes. Quantification
of MAF and MAFB mRNA levels in (C) TINCR-
depleted tissue and (D) ANCR-depleted progenitor
keratinocytes. Mean ± SEM; n = 2 biological rep-
licates; **p < 0.01.
(E) Enforced expression of MAF:MAFB in TINCR-
depleted tissue partially rescues the differentiation
defect observedwith TINCR knockdown; heatmap
shows average fold change by qRT-PCR (n = 2; p <
0.05, t test) and percentage recovery of differenti-
ation genes in green bar at right.
(F) Concurrent knockdown of MAF and MAFB
partially rescues the ANCRi phenotype of prema-
ture differentiation gene induction; heatmap shows
average fold by qRT-PCR (n = 2; p < 0.05, t test)
and percentage recovery of differentiation genes.
(G) ChIP-qPCR showing binding of EZH2 at ANCR-
regulated genes in CTRi- and ANCRi-treated pro-
genitor keratinocytes and the H3K27me3-repres-
sive histone mark at these loci. Mean ± SEM; n = 2;
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (see also Fig-
ure S5).TINCR, we found that the TINCR gene set was the most strongly
enriched known regulator gene set in the MAF:MAFB gene
set (Figure 4A). Consistent with the multi-dimensional GSEA,
we also observed enrichment in MAF:MAFB for the ZNF750,
KLF4, and p63 gene sets, suggesting cooperative regulation of
genetic programs by these TFs with MAF:MAFB. Furthermore,
we observed significant overlap of the MAF:MAFB gene set
with genes controlled by both TINCR and ANCR (Figure 4B).
To verify that TINCR and ANCR are upstream of MAF:MAFB,
we analyzed expression of MAF and MAFB in TINCR- and
ANCR-depleted cells and epidermal tissue. Consistent with the
prediction that TINCR is a positive regulator of MAF:MAFB,
we observed that TINCR depletion in tissue reduced levels of
MAF:MAFB mRNA (Figure 4C). In contrast, ANCR depletion
in progenitor keratinocyte populations highly upregulated MAF:
MAFB mRNA (Figure 4D). Notably, we did not observe signifi-
cant effects on TINCR or ANCR expression by MAF:MAFB
(Figure S5A), placingMAF:MAFB downstream of these lncRNAs.
Thus, TINCR and ANCR lncRNAs control expression of epi-
dermal MAF:MAFB.
We next explored if MAF:MAFB represents downstreammedi-
ators of these two lncRNAs in controlling differentiation. First, we
examined if MAF:MAFB could rescue the loss of differentiationDevelopmental Cell 32, 693–70seen with TINCR depletion. Restoring
expression of MAF:MAFB in TINCR-
depleted tissue recovered expression of
TINCR differentiation targets (Figures 4E,
S5B, and S5C), indicating that MAF:
MAFB can partially rescue the differentia-
tion defects produced by TINCR loss.
Likewise, we attempted to rescue thepremature progenitor differentiation gene induction that occurs
with ANCR loss by preventing the MAF:MAFB upregulation
that occurs with ANCR depletion in undifferentiated keratino-
cytes (Figures S5D and S5E). Partial reduction in differentiation
gene induction was observed in MAF-, MAFB-, and ANCR-
depleted progenitors, indicating that ANCR progenitor main-
tenance also, at least in part, is sustained by the repression of
MAF:MAFB (Figure 4F).
TINCR exerts a portion of its effects via direct mRNA binding
and recruitment to STAU1 to regulate mRNA stability (Kretz
et al., 2013). Analysis of published data (Kretz et al., 2013)
demonstrated that TINCR binds both MAF and MAFB mRNA
(Figure S5F). Furthermore, MAF mRNA stability decreased in
the absence of TINCR with modest but significant effects on
MAFB mRNA (Figures S5G and S5H). Correspondingly, protein
levels of MAF:MAFB were decreased in the absence of TINCR
(Figure S5I). The mechanism by which ANCR suppresses differ-
entiation gene induction in epidermis has not yet been estab-
lished; however, a recent study in osteoblast differentiation
showed that ANCR is required for recruitment of the EZH2
Polycomb protein to repress gene transcription (Zhu and
Xu, 2013). Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-qPCR of
EZH2 and its accompanying modified histone, H3K27me3, was6, March 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 699
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Figure 5. Genome-wide MAF:MAFB Binding in Differentiated Keratinocytes
(A) Heatmap ofMAF-centeredChIP-seq peaks alignedwith input andMAFBChIP-seq peaks (left) andMAFB-centeredChIP-seq peakswith input andMAFChIP-
seq peaks (right).
(legend continued on next page)
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therefore performed to assess EZH2 recruitment to ANCR-
repressed differentiation genes. ANCR depletion decreased
EZH2 recruitment toMAF andMAFB and to another differentia-
tion gene, OVOL1, and yielded a significant decrease in the
repressive H3K27me3 mark (Figure 4G). Taken together, these
results point to ANCR and TINCR lncRNAs as upstream regu-
lators of MAF:MAFB, whereby ANCR represses MAF:MAFB in
association with EZH2 gene targeting to prevent premature
MAF:MAFB-driven progenitor differentiation, and whereby
TINCR potentiates differentiation gene expression through
enhancement of MAF:MAFB mRNA stability.
Genome-wide MAF:MAFB Occupancy in Differentiation
After observing that ANCR and TINCR lncRNAs control MAF:
MAFB expression, we next looked for direct downstream
effectors of MAF:MAFB-driven differentiation. To do this, we
performed ChIP sequencing (ChIP-seq) analysis on MAF and
MAFB in differentiated keratinocytes, and identified 2,403 peaks
associated with MAF and 5,286 peaks associated with MAFB
(Figure 5A). MAF:MAFB-binding peaks were found throughout
the genome and overlapped to a significant degree (Figure 5A).
Consistent with this co-localization, we observed physical
proximity of these proteins in the nuclei of differentiating
epidermal layers by proximity ligation assay (PLA), as well as
by co-immunoprecipitation of endogenous MAF and MAFB
(Figures S6A–S6C). To find additionally proximally binding TFs,
we performed feature overlapper for chromosomal interval
subsets (FOCIS) analysis (Webster et al., 2014) for binding site
enrichment of other TFs, and identified the p53/p63 motif as
highly enriched adjacent to MAF:MAFB-binding regions (Fig-
ure 5B; Table S4). Binding sites for p63, an epidermis-specifying
TF that controls more genes within the epidermal gene sets
above than any other studied TF (Figure 3E), were highly corre-
lated with sites of MAF:MAFB binding, implying a potential
cooperative interaction by MAF:MAFB with p63 (Figure S6D).
Interestingly, overexpression of p63 resulted in MAF and
MAFB gene induction, suggesting an upstream regulatory role
in addition to cooperation (Figure S6E). Evidence for direct
MAF:MAFB-p63 association, however, could not be detected
by PLA, suggesting proximal binding at target genes may
not involve direct physical interactions between MAF:MAFB
and p63.
MAF:MAFB, however, also bound some regions indepen-
dently of each other. For example, a portion of MAF peaks was
present in intergenic regions, whereas MAFB was more equally
distributed between genic and intergenic regions (Figure 5C).
Consistent with these findings, MAF peaks were slightly more
enriched for enhancer marks than MAFB peaks, as measured
by enrichment for H3K4me1 marks acquired from ENCODE
normal human epidermal keratinocytes data (Rada-Iglesias(B) FOCIS analysis was used to identify motifs predicted to co-occur within MAF
(C–G) (C) Distribution of MAF peaks (left) and MAFB peaks (right) across the geno
with published (D)MAFmotif fromCiofani et al. andMAFB-discoveredmotif with J
with (F) MAF ChIP-seq peaks and (G) MAFB ChIP-seq peaks.
(H) Disease ontology enrichment observed for genes associated with MAF and M
(I) Venn diagram showing overlap of MAFi:MAFBi microarray genes with MAF-bo
(J) Eighty genes whose expression changes with knockdown of bothMAF andMA
Figure S6).
Develoet al., 2011; Bonn et al., 2012; Figures S6F and S6G). HOMER
motif discovery software analysis of MAF peaks identified a
motif that resembled both the canonical MAF motif and a
recently published MAF motif (Figure 5D, top; Ciofani et al.,
2012). Likewise, the motif identified for MAFB was similar to
that of MAF, and resembled and slightly expanded the JASPAR
MAFB motif (Figure 5E).
We next performed Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annota-
tions Tool (GREAT) analysis on MAF and MAFB peaks to identify
genes potentially associated with these peaks. Interestingly, for
both MAF and MAFB, we identified genes that were enriched
for skin-relevant mouse phenotype terms, including abnormal
epidermal layer morphology and keratinocyte differentiation
(Figures 5F and 5G). Furthermore, disease ontology enrichment
for MAF:MAFB gene-associated peaks revealed enrichment for
human skin diseases characterized by abnormal epidermal dif-
ferentiation, including psoriasis and hyperkeratotic genoderma-
toses (Figure 5H). Candidate direct MAF:MAFB targets were
identified by intersecting genes bound byMAF:MAFB with those
regulated by MAF:MAFB in tissue (Figure 5I). We observed a
significant overlap between MAF:MAFB-bound genes seen by
ChIP-seq and MAF:MAFB-controlled genes seen by profiling,
with 102/2,896 genes identified as putative direct targets of
MAF (p value = 3.78 3 1022) and 170/5,113 genes as putative
direct targets of MAFB (p value = 2.07 3 1040). Additionally,
we found a significant overlap in the MAF and MAFB peaks
with a p value < 1 3 10200, and identified 80 putative direct
targets of both MAF and MAFB (Figure 5J), a number of which
are known epidermal differentiation-promoting TFs.
MAF:MAFB Regulates Epidermal TFs
The 80 MAF:MAFB-bound and -regulated genes are putative
direct targets of both MAF and MAFB. These genes were en-
riched for GO terms related to the regulation of transcription
and gene expression (Figure S7A), suggesting that MAF:
MAFB-driven differentiation may involve impacts on down-
stream TFs. Consistent with this, the expression of a panel of
known epidermal differentiation-inducing TFs seen altered in
MAF:MAFB microarray analysis was confirmed by qPCR to be
reduced with the depletion of MAF:MAFB in epidermal tissue
(Figure S7B), confirming that MAF:MAFB is required for full
induction of other transcriptional drivers of epidermal differen-
tiation. To study how MAF:MAFB regulates its differentiation-
promoting TF targets, we selected the four best characterized
of these TFs for further analysis. GRHL3, KLF4, ZNF750, and
PRDM1 were re-verified to each be reduced by MAF:MAFB
loss in tissue and to each display proximal regions of MAF:MAFB
binding (Figures 6A, 6B, and S7C); weak binding of MAF was
observed proximal to the KLF4 gene body, however, MAF also
bound a site 95 kb away and controlled KLF4 expression,and MAFB peaks; noted are two of the top hits.
me. Position-weight matrix of motifs discovered with ChIP-seq peaks for MAF
ASPAR (E)MAFBmotif. Enrichedmouse phenotype terms for genes associated
AFB peaks.
und and MAFB-bound genes.
FB and that are associated with bothMAF andMAFBChIP-seq peaks (see also
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Figure 6. MAF and MAFB Control Differentiation-Inducing Epidermal TFs
(A) mRNA levels of epidermal TFs in MAF:MAFB-depleted epidermal tissue.
(B) MAF (top, red) andMAFB (bottom, blue) ChIP-seq tracks at epidermal TF genes,GRHL3 and ZNF750; black bars denote ChIP-seq peaks called byMACS and
green bars denote sequences for ChIP-qPCR.
(C) ChIP-qPCR of enriched MAF and MAFB peaks at GRHL3 and ZNF750.
(D) Re-ChIP-qPCR of enriched MAF and MAFB peaks showing occupancy of both MAF and MAFB on TF gene loci.
(E–H) Overexpression of (E) GRHL3, (F) PRDM1, (G) ZNF750, or (H) KLF4 partially rescues impaired differentiation observed in MAFi:MAFBi tissue. Mean ± SEM;
n = 2 biological replicates; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (see also Figure S7).suggesting it may also act as a more distal regulatory element in
this context. Binding peaks were verified by ChIP-qPCR and
sequential ChIP-qPCR (re-ChIP) of first MAF then MAFB, as
well as in the opposite direction, namely first MAFB then MAF
(Figures 6C, 6D, S7D, and S7E), confirming that both MAF and
MAFB bound these genes. GRHL3, KLF4, and ZNF750 are
each also known p63 target genes. Consistent with enriched
co-localization of p63 with peaks of MAF:MAFB binding noted
above, re-ChIP of MAF then p63 or MAFB then p63 identified702 Developmental Cell 32, 693–706, March 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsevierbinding of both proteins at the promoters of KLF4, ZNF750,
and GRHL3 (Figure S7F), suggesting that MAF:MAFB acts
cooperatively with p63 to induce these TFs during epidermal
differentiation.
To determine if MAF:MAFB-bound and -regulated TFs are
sufficient to rescue differentiation gene expression in the setting
of MAF:MAFB loss, we individually and separately restored
the expression of GRHL3, ZNF750, KLF4, or PRDM1 in MAF:
MAFB-depleted organotypic epidermal tissue. Each TF wasInc.
Figure 7. LncRNA:TF Network Regulating Epidermal Differentiation
Proposed model of a lncRNA-MAF:MAFB-TF network regulating epidermal
differentiation.able to recover a subset of impaired differentiation gene expres-
sion elicited by MAF:MAFB loss (Figures 6E–6H and S7G–S7L).
Intriguingly, KLF4 and ZNF750, consistent with recent work
demonstrating their cooperative action in this setting (Boxer
et al., 2014; Sen et al., 2012), were able to rescue similar subsets
of differentiation genes, whereas GRHL3 and PRDM1 were able
to rescue a distinctly different subset (Figures 6G and 6H versus
Figures 6E and 6F). These findings suggest that MAF:MAFB con-
trols the expression of epidermal differentiation-inducing TFs
that, in turn, act downstream of MAF:MAFB to activate discrete
gene subsets in the epidermal differentiation program.DISCUSSION
Here we characterized specific gene sets enriched during the
regeneration of differentiated human epidermis to identify a
new role for MAF:MAFB in epidermal homeostasis and to place
MAF:MAFB in context among previously known epidermal regu-
lators, including upstream lncRNAs and downstream effector
TFs (Figure 7). The genetic circuitry underlying progenitor differ-
entiation in somatic tissues is beginning to unfold as more func-
tionally active regulators are identified. To fully understand the
specific genetic programs controlled by individual factors, it is
helpful to characterize the landscape of genomic expression
occurring during the regeneration of differentiated tissue. In
this study, we assessed mRNA expression changes during the
regeneration of differentiated epidermis, starting from a progen-
itor cell population into a fully stratified tissue, every 24 hr over
7 days, by which point the full suite of terminal differentiation
genes are induced. Previous studies focused on either short-
term (up to 2 days) in vitro analysis or long-term (weeks)
whole-skin transcriptional events (Janich et al., 2013; Klingen-Develoberg et al., 2010), potentially overlooking important transcrip-
tional changes that were observed here between days 2 and 7.
Analysis of our expression data identified distinct expression
correlations between differentiation genes and up to 100 pre-
dicted gene regulators, 64 of which are as of yet uncharacterized
in epidermis.
Among these new candidate regulators are MAF and MAFB
TFs, which we observed to be necessary and sufficient for the
regulation of a subset of the epidermal progenitor differentiation
program. Notably, MAF and MAFB expression has been de-
tected in the inner root sheath of the hair follicle, with c-maf/
andmafb/mice displaying irregular cuticle patterning of whis-
kers, suggesting their function is not limited to the epidermis of
the skin (Miyai et al., 2010). Although our work has focused on in-
terfollicular epidermal homeostasis, this study suggests that
MAF:MAFB contributes to morphogenesis of additional skin ap-
pendages, which can be addressed by conditional double-gene
ablation inmice, sincemaf/mafb/mice are embryonic lethal
(Aziz et al., 2009). Pro-differentiation functions have been attrib-
uted previously to both MAF andMAFB in other settings, notably
the hematopoietic system. In these settings, however, they
largely regulate cell cycle. Identified MAF:MAFB differentiation
roles in other tissues include pancreas, bone, and,most recently,
sensory neurons (Blank and Andrews, 1997; Artner et al., 2007;
Sarrazin et al., 2009; Smink et al., 2009; Rutz et al., 2011; Wende
et al., 2012). Another study also demonstrated that both MAF
and MAFB are required for macrophage differentiation by pre-
venting self-renewal (Aziz et al., 2009). Likewise, we have
observed that MAF:MAFB impairs self-renewal of keratinocyte
progenitors. However, our study suggests that MAF:MAFB is
not only suppressing proliferation, but also promoting epidermal
differentiation by activating essential differentiation TFs.
To help integrate the newly observed actions of MAF:MAFB in
epidermal differentiation with existing knowledge of epidermal
gene regulation, we incorporated gene sets from published
epidermal regulators and placed them into the context of our
progenitor differentiation gene sets. Such analysis permitted a
view of the individual regulators that control specific aspects of
the differentiation program. Although upstream regulation of
MAFB by C/EBPd has been reported in skin, and recapitulated
in our network analysis (Figure S4D), downstream targets of
MAFB have not been fully characterized (Borrelli et al., 2010).
Integration of MAF:MAFB ChIP-seq data with the spectrum of
genes whose expression they control facilitated identification
of MAF:MAFB downstream targets. Among these are TFs,
including GRHL3, ZNF750, KLF4, and PRDM1, each of which
plays an essential and non-redundant role in epidermal differen-
tiation (Yu et al., 2006; Ting et al., 2005; Peyrard-Janvid et al.,
2014; Birnbaum et al., 2006; Sen et al., 2012; Segre et al.,
1999; Magnu´sdo´ttir et al., 2007). MAF:MAFB genomic binding
displayed significant, although not exclusive, co-localization
with p63, the dominant epidermal TF identified to date, with
indispensable roles in development, self-renewal, and differenti-
ation of the tissue (Truong et al., 2006; Senoo et al., 2007; Mills
et al., 1999) that also is mutated in a spectrum of human genetic
skin disease (van Bokhoven and McKeon, 2002). p63 also influ-
ences expression of a number of MAF:MAFB target genes, in
addition to MAF:MAFB themselves, including ZNF750 (Truong
et al., 2006; Zarnegar et al., 2012), suggesting that MAF:MAFBpmental Cell 32, 693–706, March 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 703
represents an essential cooperative gene regulator for a subset
of p63 targets.
The integrative approach allowed for prediction of upstream
regulators of MAF and MAFB, revealing an unexpectedly prom-
inent role for specific lncRNAs in this process. While not previ-
ously characterized as important regulators of any differentiation
TFs in stratified epithelial tissues, such as epidermis, lncRNA
regulation has been demonstrated for TFs important in other
processes. For example, HOTAIR regulates expression of the
HOXD TF locus during development by targeting chromatin-
modifying complexes (Rinn et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2011), and
multiple lncRNAs regulate Snai1 in hematopoiesis by mecha-
nisms that are still being defined (Ørom et al., 2010). In
epidermis, ANCR and TINCR lncRNAs, which act in opposing
roles to either maintain progenitor status or to promote differen-
tiation, respectively, appear to converge on MAF and MAFB by
either repressing them in progenitors or by stimulating them in
differentiation. In this setting, it appears that ANCR repression
of MAF:MAFB expression may occur, at least in part, by facili-
tating binding of EZH2-repressive complexes to differentiation
genes in progenitor keratinocytes. In the case of TINCR, it ap-
pears that TINCR upregulation of MAF:MAFB also may occur,
at least in part, via the major knownmechanism of TINCR action,
specifically mRNA binding and stabilization. Taken together,
these findings identify a regulatory network with features that
include ANCR and TINCR lncRNA control of MAF:MAFB induc-
tion, with MAF:MAFB in turn inducing expression of genetically
non-redundant TFs, including GRHL3, ZNF750, KLF4, and
PRDM1, to engage terminal epidermal differentiation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Organotypic Culture and Skin Grafts
Primary human keratinocytes were isolated from fresh surgically discarded
skin, and cultured in Keratinocyte-SFM (Life Technologies 17005-142) and
Medium 154 (Life Technologies M-154-500). Organotypic regeneration of
human epidermis was performed as previously described (Truong et al.,
2006). Biologic replicates were performed in all cases using cells from two
or more unrelated donors. Organotypic epidermis was cultured for 4 days
then grafted onto 6-week-old female NOD scid gamma mice (Jackson Immu-
noResearch Laboratories) (Scholl et al., 2007). Skin grafts were harvested
17 days later. All animal protocols were approved by the Stanford Panel on
Laboratory Animal Care (Protocol 9863).
Gene Transfer, RNAi, and CRISPR/Cas9 Knockout
Gene transfer was performed by viral transduction (Sen et al., 2010). For siRNA
knockdown, 1 3 106 cells were electroporated with 1 nmol siRNA using
Amaxa Human Keratinocyte Nucleofector Kit (Lonza VPD-1002). Human ker-
atinocytes were transduced with lentivirus generated using lentiCRISPRv2
(Sanjana et al., 2014; Shalem et al., 2014) to introduce FLAG-Cas9 and a
sgRNA targeting either control, MAF, or MAFB. Post-puromycin selection, a
second sgRNAwas introduced using pLX-sgRNA (Wang et al., 2014) and cells
were selected with blasticidin. Double-gene-targeted cells were screened for
MAF and MAFB deletion by western blot.
ChIP and ChIP-Seq Analysis
Human keratinocytes were cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde and chromatin
was sonicated to an average fragment length of 150–250 bp. Chromatin was
immunoprecipitated overnight at 4C. Following cross-link reversal, samples
were treated with RNaseA and the DNA was purified using a PCR Purification
Kit (QIAGEN). Sequencing reads were uniquely aligned to hg19 with Bowtie
(Langmead et al., 2009). ChIP signals were normalized to ten million mapped
reads with peaks called using MACS (p value < 105, FDR < 0.05, fold enrich-704 Developmental Cell 32, 693–706, March 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsevierment > 5) (Zhang et al., 2008). Sequences for 500 MAF and MAFB peaks in
each dataset, within ±100 bp of peak summits, were extracted and de novo
motif analysis against these sequences was performed using HOMER
(Heinz et al., 2010). GREAT was used to identify genes and gene set enrich-
ments associated with peaks (McLean et al., 2010). FOCIS analysis was also
performed (Webster et al., 2014).
Other Bioinformatic Analysis
Gene module map was performed (Segal et al., 2004). Data were acquired
from GEO, supplemental data, or directly from authors. Gene expression
was normalized in every dataset separately using the RMA package in
R. The modules and their regulation programs were learned and predicted
using the Module Networks algorithm in Genomica (Novershtern et al., 2011;
Segal et al., 2003, 2004). A set of modules and their associated regulation
programs were automatically inferred by an iterative procedure given expres-
sion values of 1,046 candidate regulator genes. One hundred permutations
were performed and for each run 20 modules were selected. Regulators
were ranked by frequency of prediction as a regulator. Multi-dimensional
GSEA was conducted using Genomica with a p value cutoff of 0.01 (hyper-
geometric test). Gene sets were compared in a bar code graph by identifying
shared genes in gene sets, and p value was determined by Fisher’s exact test.
Cytoscape software was used to generate network models.
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